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Applied Naval Architecture is a leading provider of naval architecture and
marine engineering services. The company was founded in 1984 by Jim
Scribbins, a highly accomplished naval architect and engineering educator
with over 40 years of experience in the marine industry.
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Applied Naval Architecture provides a wide range of services, including:

* Ship design and engineering * Shipbuilding and ship repair * Marine
engineering * Engineering education * Expert witness testimony

The company's clients include shipyards, ship owners, naval architects,
marine engineers, and other maritime professionals. Applied Naval
Architecture has worked on a variety of projects, including:
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* The design of the world's largest cruise ship * The construction of the first
LNG-fueled cargo ship * The repair of the USS Cole after the terrorist
attack in 2000 * The development of new engineering education programs
for the maritime industry

Jim Scribbins: Applied Naval Architecture's Founder and CEO

Jim Scribbins is the founder and CEO of Applied Naval Architecture. He is a
graduate of the University of Michigan, where he earned a Bachelor of
Science degree in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering. Scribbins
has also earned a Master of Science degree in Engineering Management
from George Washington University.

Scribbins has over 40 years of experience in the marine industry. He has
worked as a naval architect, marine engineer, and engineering educator.
Scribbins is a licensed Professional Engineer in the state of Virginia.

Scribbins is a member of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers (SNAME) and the American Society of Engineering Education
(ASEE). He is also a Fellow of the International Institute of Marine
Engineering.

Scribbins is a highly respected expert in the field of naval architecture and
marine engineering. He is frequently invited to speak at conferences and
seminars. Scribbins has also published numerous articles and papers on
naval architecture and marine engineering.

Applied Naval Architecture's Services

Applied Naval Architecture provides a wide range of services to the marine
industry. The company's services include:



Ship Design and Engineering

Applied Naval Architecture provides ship design and engineering services
for all types of vessels, including:

* Commercial ships * Naval ships * Offshore vessels * Special purpose
vessels

The company's ship design and engineering services include:

* Conceptual design * Preliminary design * Detail design * Production
engineering * Construction support

Shipbuilding and Ship Repair

Applied Naval Architecture provides shipbuilding and ship repair services
for all types of vessels. The company's shipbuilding and ship repair
services include:

* New construction * Conversions * Repairs * Refits * Upgrades

Marine Engineering

Applied Naval Architecture provides marine engineering services for all
types of marine structures, including:

* Ships * Offshore platforms * Marine terminals * Coastal structures

The company's marine engineering services include:

* Structural analysis * Hydrodynamic analysis * Mechanical engineering *
Electrical engineering * Control systems engineering



Engineering Education

Applied Naval Architecture provides engineering education services to the
marine industry. The company's engineering education services include:

* Development of new engineering education programs * Delivery of
engineering education courses * Training of engineering professionals

Expert Witness Testimony

Applied Naval Architecture provides expert witness testimony in cases
involving naval architecture and marine engineering. The company's expert
witness testimony services include:

* Technical analysis * Report writing * Deposition testimony * Trial
testimony

Applied Naval Architecture's Clients

Applied Naval Architecture's clients include shipyards, ship owners, naval
architects, marine engineers, and other maritime professionals. The
company's clients are located all over the world.

Applied Naval Architecture has worked on a variety of projects, including:

* The design of the world's largest cruise ship * The construction of the first
LNG-fueled cargo ship * The repair of the USS Cole after the terrorist
attack in 2000 * The development of new engineering education programs
for the maritime industry

Applied Naval Architecture is a leading provider of naval architecture and
marine engineering services. The company was founded in 1984 by Jim



Scribbins, a highly accomplished naval architect and engineering educator
with over 40 years of experience in the marine industry.

Applied Naval Architecture provides a wide range of services to the marine
industry. The company's services include ship design and engineering,
shipbuilding and ship repair, marine engineering, engineering education,
and expert witness testimony.

Applied Naval Architecture's clients include shipyards, ship owners, naval
architects, marine engineers, and other maritime professionals. The
company's clients are located all over the world.

Applied Naval Architecture has worked on a variety of projects, including
the design of the world's largest cruise ship, the construction of the first
LNG-fueled cargo ship, the repair of the USS Cole after the terrorist attack
in 2000, and the development of new engineering education programs for
the maritime industry.
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Robot Buddies: Search For Snowbot
In the realm of innovation and camaraderie, where technology meets
friendship, two extraordinary robot buddies, Bolt and Byte, embark on
an...

Guide George Miles Cycle Dennis Cooper: An
Extraordinary Ride Through the Longest War
In the annals of military history, there are few individuals whose service
has been as extraordinary as that of Guide George Miles ...
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